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On November 24, 2017, the Novosibirsk State University of Economics and 
Management (NSUEM) hosted The Siberian Sociological Forum with international 
participants. The main topic of the forum—Social Practices and Governance: the 
Problem Field of Sociology—aroused considerable interest among the sociologists 
and experts from 14 major cities of Russia, as well as Kyrgyzstan and Belarus. 
There were various interesting events on the Forum Day and it became a real holiday 
of science for the scientists studying the problems of sociology in the field of 
economics and management: from beginners to the most authoritative scientists.

Opening the forum, Svetlana Ilyinykh, Professor, Doctor of Sociology, the 
head of the Department of Sociology of the NSUEM, noted that such regional 
event was being held in Novosibirsk for the first time. Alexander Revnivykh, 
Vice Rector for Research of the NSUEM and Olesya Orlova, Deputy Minister 
of Education, Science and Innovation Policy of the Novosibirsk Region also 
made their welcoming speeches.

The leading Russian sociologists reported at the plenary session of the Forum, 
including: S. A. Barkov, Professor, Doctor of Sociology (Moscow State University); 
S. Yu. Barsukova, Professor, Doctor of Sociology (Higher School of Economics, 
Moscow); G. Ye. Zborovsky, Professor, Doctor of Philosophy (Ural Federal Uni-
versity, Yekaterinburg); V. G. Nemirovskiy Professor, Doctor of Sociology (Uni-
versity of Tyumen); Z. I. Kalou, Professor, Doctor of Sociology and Yu. V. Popkov, 
Professor, Doctor of Philosophy (Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences, Novosibirsk). The areas of their research aroused great interest. The 
speakers reported on the patriotism of consumers, the social risks of human devel-
opment in Siberia, the innovative bureaucracy, the ideas of the Siberian residents 
about the meaning of life, and other topics.

For instance, Sergey Barkov, Professor of Moscow State University, focused 
on the unexpected symbiosis of modernity—innovations and bureaucracy: “For 
a long time, it has been considered that bureaucracy is a symbol of retrogrades 
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and conservatism. But over time, it proved its viability and even necessity, for 
example, in the large-scale innovative endeavors of the twentieth century—a 
nuclear project, a computer and telecommunications revolution, etc., because 
innovations require colossal resources, millions of investments, which bureau-
cracy can provide.” According to the professor, a new special social and admin-
istrative structure emerged in the post-industrial society—an innovative bureau-
cracy. “At the end of the year, every manager believing in progress and innovation, 
revises what has been done, and, indeed, asks his/her subordinates the question: 
What new have you done? What new have you suggested? “, said the expert. 
“The innovative bureaucracy has started from these likely innocent questions.” 
Professor Barkov considered this new social phenomenon in various aspects of 
the social life, stressing, for example, that it is the society that makes it possible 
to effectively control the expenditure of financial resources for the launching of 
certain innovative projects.

Svetlana Barsukova, Professor of the Higher School of Economics National 
Research University told about the changed consumer’s taste in Russia over the 
recent 25 years, presenting the results of the Symbols of the Epochs media project 
of the Higher School of Economics. The expert believes that there were two up-
heavals in the post-Soviet Russia consumers’ behavior. The first one was from the 
general consumer delight about the whole imported products to a differentiated 
attitude to the imported goods. So, during the late USSR, the word import meant 
a high quality and an excellent taste.

“There were not enough imported goods, so their consumption symbolized a 
high status of a person”, Svetlana Barsukova emphasized. The early 1990s was the 
time of naive consumers with unconditional confidence in the imported goods. But 
people began to make sure by their own experience that everything was not so 
simple. At that time, many Western manufacturers considered the huge Russian 
market as a ‘reserve’, where everything could be sold.” Therefore, the credit of 
trust was gradually spent. Today, the majority of Russians prefer domestic food 
products, but imported household appliances, electronics and other high-tech goods. 
“The first wave of sympathy for domestic food products occurred in the mid-1990s 
because of the idealization of the Soviet past, which was a reaction to the disap-
pointment of the reforms. The second wave is associated with the patriotic rise in 
light of the reunion with the Crimea”, the expert says.

Under current conditions (sanctions against Russia, the successive counter-
measures—the ban of food imports from a number of countries), shopping is 
treated as a civil act, Svetlana Barsukova concluded: “Our people do not just 
choose goods, they are offered to vote with their feet for the right of Russia to 
remain a super power and pursue its own policy.”

Summarizing the plenary session and addressing the participants, M. V. Udaltso-
va, Doctor of Economics, Professor, and the Honored Scientist of the Russian 
Federation, noted: “Despite the various impediments, it is necessary to meet more 
often at the events like today’s forum, so we are always waiting for you at the 
NSUEM, and we also expect an invitation to your events.” This proposal was 
welcomed with burst of applause.
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The second half of the Siberian Sociological Forum was devoted to the intellectual 

discourse. Within the Forum, there were organized two discussion platforms where 
sociologists shared their ideas and solutions of the hot social issues. S. А. Barkov 
and G. E. Zborovsky, the moderators, as well as the guests noted a high scientific 
level of research of Siberian sociologists, and expressed regret that the time allocated 
for the discussion was not enough for a full exchange of views.

The Siberian Sociological Forum was very interesting and fruitful for the young 
Siberian sociologists. M. V. Melnikova, S. V. Rovbel, N. G. Sukhorukova, and 
O. Yu. Tevlyukova, the leading lecturers of the NSUEM moderated two student 
panels. Ekaterina Yuditskaya, a student of the NSUEM and Daria Chistyakova, a 
postgraduate student of the NSUEM made the best reports at the panels. 

Moreover, E. V. Naumova, Associate Professor of the Department of Sociology, 
Candidate of Sociology headed a specially organized Novosibirsk Today competition 
of research works among the senior pupils and students of vocational educational 
institutions of Novosibirsk. The six teams from Novosibirsk and the Novosibirsk 
region took part in the competition, including students from the Center of Vocational 
Education of the NSUEM, the A. N. Kosygin Cooperative Technical School, com-
prehensive school No. 59, and the Pashinskaya comprehensive school No. 70. Vadim 
Vasilenko and Kristina Zykova, the final year students of comprehensive school 
No. 59, won the first place with their research on the topic The Future of High School 
Students and University Students in the Modern-day Novosibirsk.

The organizers of the Forum summed up results of the Modern Youth: Activity 
and Creative Practices contest of analytical student works in three categories. The 
jury worked in the format of triple blind reviewing. Under such harsh conditions, 
the following students won in their categories: Anastasia Chelombiko, a student of 
The Kemerovo State University (the supervisor is L. N. Logunova, Ph.D., Professor) 
and Yana Brandt, a student of The Kemerovo State University (the supervisor is 
E. A. Kranzeeva, Candidate of Sociology, Associate Professor), and Marina Ryabova, 
a student of the NSUEM (the supervisor is S. A. Ilyinykh, Candidate of Sociology, 
Professor).

In general, the Siberian Sociological Forum has become not only a major 
scientific event for the young participants, but also a powerful motivational factor 
to study science. Marina Ryabova, a winner of the Forum’s student competitions 
wrote in Facebook: “I will strive for new achievements, carry out new scientific 
projects (we are lucky that the lecturers are very good; they always help and 
suggest) and just enjoy life :).” You cannot think of a better end.
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